(1) rfV = XÎ(aV)2; A = l then we define any hypersurface, or, as we shall simply say, any space, of n dimensions, Rn, contained in Sn+X, by expressing each of the coordinates xk in terms of n independent variables ux, u2, ■ ■ ■, un. The arc-element of Rn is given by n (2) ds* = X aikdUiduk, if we agree to indicate differentiation with respect to u. by the lower index i. It will be sometimes convenient to write simply 52(x) instead of
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A=l where (Xa) stands for any quantity involving or defined by xA, e. g.,
ott-5>W
The w + 1 direction cosines Xk of that direction in S ,, which is normal at a point P of -ßn to n independent (i. e., not contained in a space of less than n * Presented to the Society (Chicago) April 22, 1905, under 
£Xx. = 0 (fc=l, 2, ■■;»).
The Gaussian sphere is defined as the surface (space of n dimensions) whose coordinates are Xk ; its equation is (7). Let now do be an (w-dimensional) infinitesimal element of R and dVL the corresponding element of the Gaussian sphere ; then the quotient (9) do is KroneCKEr's extension of the Gaussian curvature* -the Kronecker-Gaussian curvature of R . •"l ' r.n+1 K= *«i § 2. Proof that K is expressible in terms of a.
We write symbolically (13) ctik=fifk=-Exixk. (15) £x,.xw = 0.
Solving now the n + 1 equations Y.Xxik = a.k, £x1xi* = 0, ..., SXa^-O for the n + l quantities x'k we obtain
x" x** -x" x*r = ( a.r ak¡ -a.s akr ) X2.
Therefore from (7) (18) airaka -aitakr = £ (xirxk" -xisx") .
The sum in (18) can by (15) be transformed into £xi(x"r -x"') which by I (111) combined with 2X(x<¿>) = ^(iH>)
goes into e(f"-f")(fcp)+k(W).
But since according to I (34) we have, using formula I (113), finally We see here that an itself can be expressed in terms of the coefficients aik. Therefore, if we call in analogy with the familiar case n = 2, '£aikdujduk the first, and '£a.kduiduk the second fundamental differential quantic, we have the theorem :
If n is odd, the coefficients of the second differential quantic are individually expressible in terms of those of the first differential quantic. The second differential quantic is determined by the first one. § 3. The expression of K in terms of aik.
We proceed to compute the determinant of even degree (26) A;i'2-.. ¿2" :
A*2,»*l Í2m*2m
•Its unsymbolic expression is given, e. g., in BlANCHl's Vorlesungen über Differential-Geometrie, p. 51. with the understanding that the n -1 symbols a appearing in every successive pair (fa)2k~l and (fa)2k are equal, otherwise distinct.
The same determinant could have been computed by starting from any other permutation of the rows i with respective change of sign.
Adding together all the expressions so obtained and dividing by ( 2??i ) ! ß2 we have, by finally changing rows and columns, (28) 
If now n is even, we have at once the desired result :
The case where n is odd presents greater difficulties. In this case we have to compute A2 given by formula (23).
The degree of the determinant
being even we can apply (28) and obtain, putting n = 2m + 1 and indicating each determinant by its diagonal term* m Aik = (-iy+k^\(fa)2x,(fa)l, ...,(fa)i_x,(fa)iX\, --^(fayi X \f 1 ' J 2' ' ' ■' / A-l» y A+l» " " '» /nl and similar expressions for ^4^, ^4i/x and Ak¡í.
By taking according to I (119)
In this sum all the terms in which X = p vanish ; we can, therefore, perform the summation first with respect to A, then with respect to p and divide the result by 2. Here again the n -1 symbols a in two consecutive terms (fa)2k and (fa)2k+1 are equal, likewise the symbols b in (<f>b)2k and (<pb)2k+i.
To obtain a further reduction of the above expression we apply D. P. (1) The \n(n + 1) quantities «a considered as functions of ux, ■ ■ -, un are not independent if n> 2. On account of (4) there must indeed exist \n(n -1) -1 relations between them.
Let us, however, consider a differential quantic
where the aik are unrestricted. If now we form the quantities K (30) or K2 (31) according as n is even or odd, then these expressions are, as is obvious immediately from their structure, differential invariants of (32).
This invariant K might properly be called the Kroneckerinvariant of the differential quantic (32).
If the arc-element ds defined by (32) belongs to a space Rn contained in an euclidean space cfn + 1 dimensions, then K becomes the Kronecker-Gaussian curvature, and ifn = 2 the Gaussian curvature. The expressions (30) and (31), especially (31), can be modified in several ways. I mention only that for n = 3 the invariant K2 is identical (leaving a numerical factor aside) with the invariant K3 given in I (139). §5. The Kroneckerinvariant K of a space of X dimensions Rk represented as a differential parameter of a space of higher dimensions Rn containing Rk.
As in D. P. § 3 we define in a general space Rn of n dimensions whose arcelement is determined by On the other hand, the space Rk defined by (34) can also be defined by expressing its coordinates x in terms of A independent variables ux, ■ ■ -, un. If we do this, we -have for the differentials dx the expressions (37) dxr=fs-¿duk (r = l, 2, ••■,»).
To make the expressions (36) and (37) To find the expression for ds2 in terms of ux ■ ■ ■ un we apply the symbolic method, introducing symbols for the differential quantic (33) by putting ar.=AA-We have then (47) d^={±frdx^.
To form this expression we deduce from (46), understanding by px, p2, ■ ■ • pn, any n quantities We now proceed to compute the Kronecker invariant K of the differential quantic (48) assuming A to be an even number.
In this case we have from (29)
where the invariantive brackets ( ) are to be formed with respect to a*s2. As to notation we shall in all doubtful cases use the index u when reference to ds\ is required.
We have from ( To compute ßu we apply D. P. (3) to (50) The principles which lead to this expression of K for even values of A will doubtless also be sufficient to solve the more complicated problem for the case of odd values of n.
Finally I wish to make an interesting application to the case A = 2. Formula The University of Chicago, September, 1905. 
